The goal in developing the Interval Programming (IvP) model is to provide an alternative mathematical programming model for rapid global optimization of multiple nonlinear objective functions that offers a unique new balance between expressive power, speed and accuracy. Interval Programming provides a means for modeling objectives, in unlimited form, over an extremely large design space, as well as a solution method with a guarantee of globally optimal solutions.
Introduction
Rapid identification of high payoff technology alternatives depends on both a rapid search through a high fidelity design space, as well as virtual prototyping technologies, to create an effective iterative design loop. Interval Programming (IvP) addresses the former issue by offering a unique new model and set of algorithms for global optimization of multiple weighted nonlinear objective functions.
The key concept motivating the development of IvP is that an effective mathematical programming model needs to strike a strategic balance between being sufficiently fast, flexible, and accurate, to be useful in its intended application. Interval Programming achieves a unique balance of speed, accuracy, and flexibility that is particularly suitable for applications with multiple objective functions, where the form of the functions are unrestricted, and the decision space is extremely large and not easily simplified without significant penalty in accuracy.
IvP was originally (and continues to be simultaneously) developed for control of autonomous marine vehicles in situations where the vehicle faces multiple competing navigation objectives (3) . Unlike simulation based design, in that application, there is no human in the decision loop. In fact, there is no real decision loop at all. The decision problem is modeled rapidly, solved, and then immediately thrown out to be replaced in the next instant by a new problem reflecting an updated world assessment.
In simulation based design, as in the vehicle control problem, individual objectives are typically well understood in isolation, and fairly accurate objective functions may be obtained prior to interaction with other objectives. In fact, the location, number and sensitivity of optimal decisions may be fairly consistent and unremarkable given the isolation of one known objective to a particular area of expertise. When these objectives are combined with one another, with varying priorities, the characteristics of the collective objective function are significantly less predictable, and beyond the intuition of the individual domain experts.
The IvP model capitalizes on this situation by using an intermediate representation of the individual objective functions. A bit of accuracy is conceded in this step to enable a powerful algorithm for solving the collective multi-objective optimization problem. Since the individual functions are well understood in isolation, the damage in this step is typically a welcome trade off for the fast, globally optimal solution algorithm it enables. This intermediate representation is simply the use of piecewise linearly defined functions. This kind of function approximation is certainly not new, but optimizing over collections of these functions is a unique contribution of this work. See (2) for more. To represent each individual function effectively, the piece distributions are not uniform. The solution process then involves a combinatorial optimization problem exploring different combinations of pieces from each function.
In general, solution incorrectness comes from one of two sources. Either the model was not an accurate representation of the "real" problem (due to insufficient expressive power of the model), or the solution generated was not a correct, globally optimal solution (due to shortcuts for the sake of speed). In most uses of mathematical programming (e.g. linear programming), there is an up-front assumption about the real world, and solution algorithms are able to capitalize on such assumptions. Interval Programming is designed for the opposite situation, where no assumptions can be made, and wide flexibility is needed, while retaining the ability to generate globally optimal solutions quickly.
In this paper, the IvP model is introduced in Section 2, and solution methods are given in Section 3. Finally, we discuss a particular application of underwater projectile design optimization in Section 4.
The IvP Model
The key idea in interval programming is the use of piecewise defined objective functions. The motivation for this is the relative flexibility of these functions in approximating any underlying function. Although there is a cost in precision in representing functions this way, we provide algorithms for guaranteeing global optimality when combining the set of IvP objective functions. In this section, IvP functions and IvP problems are defined and the strengths of the IvP model compared to alternative approaches will be discussed.
Interval Programming Functions
An IvP function is simply a piecewise defined function. Within this characterization there is some room for ambiguity, so before we talk about IvP problems in Section 2.2, we first introduce IvP functions.
Def.2.1
An IvP function is piecewise defined such that each point in the decision space is covered by one and only one piece, and each piece is an IvP piece.
Def.2.2
An IvP piece is given by a set of intervals, one for each decision variable, and an interior function evaluating each point in the piece.
Each decision variable has a bounded, uniformly discrete domain. Each interval may be defined over a single decision variable, or over a single function, where such a function is defined over one or more decision variables. A piece using exclusively the former such interval is called a rectilinear piece. The term non-rectilinear piece is used otherwise. In a general (non-IvP) piecewise defined function, the value of the function may be given for certain regions of the domain, with a default value given for all other regions. For example: "f (x, y) = 25 if x ≤ 15 and y > 0, −25 otherwise.". This is not allowed in IvP functions, by the two definitions above. Consider the function shown in Figure 1 . The function is defined over two variables and is given by the definition on the right. It is rendered on the left, looking down on the x-y plane, where darker points indicate higher values in the function. Note that it is nonlinear and non-convex, but is very concisely stated by the closed-form expression. Compare this with the IvP function in Figure 2 . It approximates the function in the previous figure by using 1500 pieces with a constant function within each piece. It is not as precise, and is considerably less concise in its representation. Nevertheless, the basic idea is that, with enough pieces, intelligently placed with intelligently chosen linear interior functions, the approximation is sufficient.
Considerations for a Uniform Discrete Decision Space
Decision variables in IvP functions are assumed to be bounded and uniformly discrete. This assumption is due to three considerations. The first is that there is typically a natural limit in the precision in design decisions, and that it is not uncommon for designers to be comfortable with the discretization of a design variable provided that it is not overly coarse. The second consideration is an implementation issue. With a uniform discrete domain, all intervals can by represented using only inclusive bounds. Recall from Definition 2.1 that each point in the decision space must belong to at least one IvP piece. If the space were continuous, the set of pieces would need to utilize both inclusive and exclusive bounds to uphold this property. For example, if the domain [0, 10] is uniformly discrete, containing only integers, it can be represented with two intervals 0 ≤ x ≤ 5 and 6 ≤ x ≤ 10. If it were continuous, exclusive bounds would be necessary, as in the pair 0 ≤ x ≤ 5 and 5 < x ≤ 10. By needing to use only inclusive bounds, each interval, x − ≤ x ≤ x + , need only store the upper and lower bound information, and can omit the two other boundary flags that would otherwise be needed to distinguish between
Since large numbers of pieces are typically involved in IvP problems, this simplification results in a significant reduction of memory size.
The last consideration is that, with uniform discrete domains, each piece represents a finite number of elements (decisions), making small brute-force calculations possible in limited circumstances. This becomes extremely useful when dealing with pieces having nonrectilinear edges.
A Uniform Decision Space Does Not Entail Uniform Pieces
Note the distinction between uniform discrete variable domains and uniform IvP pieces. In Figure 3 (a), a piecewise defined function using uniform pieces, over a uniform discrete decision space is depicted. In Figure 3 a piecewise defined function using non-uniform pieces is shown. The use of non-uniform pieces allows the use of more pieces in areas where the function is more "interesting", i.e., less amenable to approximation by a linear function. The creation of uniform pieces can be extremely quick, however.
Figure 1: A non-IvP function, defined on the right and rendered on the left.
Figure 2: An IvP (piecewise defined) function, rendered and defined using 1500 pieces.
IvP Piece Interior and Boundary Functions
There is a trade off in IvP functions between accuracy and speed. In a nutshell, more pieces mean longer solution times but also a greater capacity for accuracy in representing functions. However, the accuracy and speed are also affected by the choice of the piece interior functions, and the piece boundaries. By using linear rather than constant interior functions, the accuracy can be improved while using far few pieces, as shown in Figure 4 . The use of piecewise linear functions
Objective Function Value introduces a bit of new complexity in each step of the solution process, but typically the number of overall steps is drastically reduced, resulting in an overall reduced solution time. There is also more complexity introduced in translating a non-IvP function into an IvP function. Taking simple intervals over decision variables results in pieces with rectilinear edges, i.e., rectangles with edges parallel to the variable axes. In addition to altering the interior function of the pieces, the use of nonrectilinear edges can also greatly increase the expressive capacity of each piece. As with the use of linear interiors, the aim is to increase the expressive capacity of IvP functions while reducing the solution time in solving IvP problems. This is done by allowing pieces to be composed of intervals not only over the variables, but also over functions of the variables. Consider the example shown in Figure 5 . On the left, the following function is rendered:
A piecewise defined function is used in the middle rendering, using rectilinear pieces. On the right, a piecewise defined function using non-rectilinear pieces is used. In this case, intervals over a function giving the radius is used. The generalization to non-rectilinear pieces requires each piece to contain an interval over each desired function as shown below.
If the piece interior functions are linear, a coefficient is kept for each interval, including intervals over functions. Syntactically, the new interval looks like any other interval over a decision variable. The IvP pieces are structured like this to allow non-rectilinear pieces to be treated as rectilinear pieces in the core IvP operations, such as taking the intersection of two pieces.
Figure 6: Non-rectilinear IvP pieces.
Interval Programming Problems
An IvP problem is composed simply of a collection of IvP functions and an associated weight, or priority, for each objective function. Each function is typically a reflection of an objective or goal of the decision maker or autonomous agent, and each priority reflects the relative importance of the goal, given the situation or context.
Def. 2.1
An interval programming problem consists of a set of k piecewise-defined objective functions. Each objective function, defined over n decision variables (x 1 , . . . , x n ), has an associated priority weight (w i ). The general form is given:
The solution to an IvP problem, and how global optimality is achieved, is discussed below in Section 2.2.1. Note that the definition given above assumes an additive preference structure. Issues concerning this are discussed in Section 2.2.2. Note also that IvP problems do not explicitly indicate a feasible region since pieces with sufficiently negative interior functions act as constraints.
IvP Solutions and Global Optimality
A solution to an IvP problem is the single decision x 1 , . . . , x n with the highest value, when evaluated by
Note that the assumption of uniform, discrete variable domains (Section 2.1.1) opens the door to brute force, exhaustive searches of the decision space, and thus "globally optimal" solutions. Of course such searches need to be avoided for practical reasons.
In IvP problems, there is a second way of viewing the definition of a solution. Note that, given the definition of an IvP function, each decision point lies in exactly one piece from each function. So the second way to view a solution is the set of k pieces, one from each function, that each contain the best decision. This means that the "solution space" is the set of all possible combinations of pieces from each function. Admittedly, this space can be much bigger than the decision space, but this second view opens the door to a different kind of search, while still guaranteeing global optimality.
IvP and the Additive Preference Structure
By the definition of an IvP problem, the value function is fully specified and indicates an additive preference structure. With a decision maker in the design loop, the value function, while fully specified initially, may change as a result of interaction with the decision maker. Typically, the result of adding two or more piecewise defined functions is not another piecewise defined function, unless the configurations of pieces from each function are identical. Two pieces from two functions, if they overlap, typically do not overlap precisely. If we wish to create a single new piecewise defined function from the ex-
, this results in a growth in new pieces that is potentially exponential in the dimension of the problem. The bottom line is that, in solving an IvP problem, we do not want to explicitly create a single objective function and then optimize.
There is still some question as to whether an additive preference structure is appropriate. Furthermore, there is nothing about the IvP model or its solution algorithms that precludes a different structure from being supplanted. Care must be made however in cases where two objective functions are derived from two behaviors where the goals have an "either/or" relationship. In this case, the likely remedy is to combine these behaviors into a single behavior.
IvP, Constraints, and a Feasible Regions
A conspicuous feature lacking in the definition of an IvP problem is the feasible set S. A feasible set ensures that decisions that go beyond being undesirable, and are outright not permissible, or even nonsensical, are never solution candidates. The feasible set is also, based on its form, a way of guiding the search for the actual solution. In the simplex method for linear programming, for example, the solution process progresses from one vertex of the feasible space to another. But as useful as this may be, assumptions about a feasible region within a model may disqualify its use entirely. For example, discontiguous, or non-convex feasible regions are not handled in most models, but arise naturally in many applications.
Constraints in IvP problems are represented by individual pieces or groups of pieces within an IvP function that contain a negative-infinity value as an interior function. In practice, some value, M , that is sufficiently large, depending on the number of objective functions, will suffice to represent infinity. The result is that constraints hold no special status in IvP functions, the implied feasible space plays no explicit role in the solution process, and the use of IvP is in no way dependent on the nature of constraints in any potential application. This is not to say however that "constraints" that exclude large portions of the decision space have no impact on solution speed in IvP problems.
Strengths of the IvP Model
The strength of the IvP model is its mix of accuracy, speed, and flexibility. By flexibility, we mean its ability to be applied to a wide set of problems with few restrictions. In this section, we put IvP into the context of three other classes of methods that each have strengths in two but not all three of these measures, as shown in Figure 7 . We will discuss these classes in Sections 2. 
Avoiding the Speed Shortcomings of Full Brute Force Methods
One of the simplest ways to search through a decision space for an optimal decision is to just evaluate all possible decisions with respect to each objective function. This algorithm is perfectly accurate, and guaranteed to terminate after a finite number of steps, given the assumption of a uniform discrete domain (Section 2.1.1). This approach is also extremely flexible, since the only requirements are the ability to iterate through the decision space, and that each objective function be able to evaluate any point in the space. In fact, the objective functions themselves can also be defined in a brute force manner, explicitly pairing each point in the decision space with a numerical value. This is the approach taken in (7) for example. The drawback of course is that the size of such a decision space grows exponentially with respect to the number of dimensions. This typically leads to the need to "simplify" the decision space as discussed below in Section 2.3.2. As (7)p. 142 states: "the combinatorics require prohibitively expensive computations on the part of all behaviors, as well as the arbiter; this is exacerbated as the dimensionality or the resolution within any single dimension increases." The IvP model avoids these shortcomings by avoiding any exhaustive enumeration or iteration through the decision space.
Avoiding the Accuracy Pitfalls of Simplified Brute Force Methods
There are two common ways to counteract a decision space that has become unmanageably large. If the decision space contains n dimensions, then the first way is to reduce the single nD decision into a sequence of n decisions in 1D. This is depicted in Figure 8 (b) below where the 3D decision space containing 20 * 20 * 11 = 4400 points, is reduced to three separate decisions, each with a small number of choices. Typically the setting of the first variable influences or constrains the setting of later variables. There are many variations on this approach ranging from dropping one or more of the variables completely (equivalent to presetting it to a fixed value), or separating, say, a 6D decision into two 3D decisions rather than six 1D decisions. The second common way to counter-act a large decision space is to reduce the resolution of each decision variable, as depicted in Figure 8 (c). Since the "proper" resolution is a rather subjective design decision, it is more difficult to declare that such a compromise is in effect. It is also less effective in reducing the decision space, since the space still grows exponentially. Both of these simplification approaches result in potentially severe compromises in accuracy.
The IvP approach offers another alternative that does not suffer from these two pitfalls. In an IvP function all points are contained in one of the pieces in a IvP function, as depicted in Figure 9 (b). The number By reducing the variable resolution as in Figure 8 (c), in effect, one is mapping all the dropped neighbor points (the lighter points in the figure) to have the same value as the closest non-dropped points (the darker ones in the figure) . In a piecewise constant function, one is also mapping all interior points to a single value; typically the value of the center point. We say "nearly similar" above since the piecewise constant IvP function is not bound to be uniform, as is the resolution reduction approach.
Avoiding the Flexibility Pitfalls in Analytical Methods
Many analytical methods offer a potentially better solution to the problem of unmanageably large decision spaces. If, for example, one is able to cast each objective function into a linear, or quadratic function, the size of the decision space becomes largely irrelevant. The pitfall is that many problems of interest to us here, are not easily cast in such convenient forms. An approach that strictly limits the form of the underlying objective function is likely to disqualify itself from being of any use in applications of interest here. Note that the brute force methods discussed in Sections 2.3.1 and 2.3.2 above, have no such restrictions.
Solving IvP Problems
The solution to an IvP problem is the single point in the decision space with the greatest combined value given the k weighted objective functions. This single point resides in exactly one piece from each IvP function. Thus the search space can also be viewed as the best combination of k pieces of the possible m k combinations, assuming m pieces in each function. This corresponding search tree is depicted in Fig. 10 for a problem with three functions. Typically the number of potential leaf nodes is significantly larger than the number of elements in the decision space. However, most such combinations are discarded when the k pieces do not intersect, i.e., share a common point in the decision space.
To aid in performing intersection tests, a grid is kept with each IvP function to store local information as shown in Fig. 11 . Initially all pieces are inserted into the grid, and each grid element contains a linked list of IvP pieces. Each grid element also maintains a bound representing the maximum point inside all pieces inserted into that grid element's list. In practice, semi- uniform IvP functions aid in grid efficiency by using a percentage of total pieces in a uniform manner, and the remaining pieces distributed non-uniformly. By aligning grid elements to the initial uniformity, we ensure that no IvP piece is associated with more than one grid element. In the algorithm presented below, the following three syntactic expressions are relevant to the IvP grids:
In each expression the given box is matched to a subset of grid elements intersecting the box. In grid→addBox the given box is added to the linked list of each matched grid element. In grid→getBoxes, the concatenation of lists from each matched grid element is returned. In grid→getBound, the maximum bound associated with all matched grid elements is returned.
The IvP search algorithm uses branch and bound on this tree, where each node in level i, corresponds to a piece from the ith IvP function. The jth piece on level i is denoted by p(i, j). Additionally, each node has a nodeBox which is the intersection of the piece associated with that node, and its parent's nodeBox. For the root node, the nodeBox is equivalent to the entire decision space.
The algorithm given below in Figs. 12 and 13 recursively traverses the above tree. In IPAL, the problem and grids are initialized and the top level of the tree is iterated through, making recursive calls to RIPAL for each top level node. The function RIPAL, below, has three parts: a check for the boundary condition (lines 0-5), an attempt to prune by bounding (lines 6-10), and building and expanding of sub-nodes (lines 11-16) if execution passes the first two parts. In practice, the bounding attempt in lines 6-10 can be augmented by other tighter (and more time-consuming) 
Runtime Results
A large number of experiments on "randomly" generated problem instances while varying the three key factors in IvP problems: the number of dimensions (decision variables), number of pieces, and number of objective functions. The results are plotted below: mance on problems in the applications of interest, but they are presented here to indicate the effect of these three problem parameters on run-time. For more details on these results, and how the problems were generated, see (2).
IvP and Undersea Weapon Design Optimization
Typically there are three components to the functions in an IvP problem; the priority, utility function, and attribute function. The attribute function focuses on a particular attribute of design (e.g. noise or cost of a new torpedo). The utility function relates levels of utility to the attribute in question. And finally the priority is simply a scalar multiplier indicating the degree of importance to the decision maker. This relationship is shown in Figure 17 for a simple problem with one variable. In Figure 17 (a), the relationship between the attribute, noise, and the design variable, x, is shown. In Figure 17 (b), levels of utility are associated with levels of noise, creating the piece-wise defined function shown Note that the relationship, in Figure 17 (a), between the design variable x, and the noise level, is not subjective, but rather derived from the physical property of the system. The relationship, in Figure 17(b) , between noise and objective function value is subjective and is derived from the goals of the designer or decision-maker. In short, while the physical relationship between x and noise typically will not change, the utility function and priority is subject to the whims of the decision maker, and typically will be adjusted during the decision making process. While the utility function may be adjusted interactively, the priority of each objective is the likely target for adjustment during the decision process. Fortunately, the readjustment of priorities requires little rework during the Interval Programming solution process.
AHSUM
The goal of the Adaptable High Speed Underwater Munitions (AHSUM) Program is to provide the technologies needed for an integrated torpedo defense weapon system. When completed, the AHSUM weapon system will provide a hard-kill defensive capability for Naval combatants. The initial design system uses a submerged gun system (see Figure 18 ) and consequently much of the technological developments can be used for both submarine and surface ship applications.
The proposed system has a very low per-shot cost in comparison to other proposed and existing countermeasure systems. When fully demonstrated and installed, additional cost savings can be realized through elimination of redundant countermeasure systems.
The current design philosophy is to use a small caliber gattling gun system firing kinetic rounds from a keel-mounted underwater turret. Projectiles fired from underwater guns can effectively travel large distances by making use of supercavitation. Supercavitation occurs when a body travels through water at very high speeds and a vaporous cavity forms at its tip. With proper projectile design, the vaporous cavity can envelop the entire projectile. Because the projectile is not in contact with the water (excluding a small cavitator tip and occasional collisions with the cavity wall), the viscous drag on the projectile is significantly reduced.
The Role of IvP in Projectile Design
The effectiveness of the supercavitating weapon is a combination of accuracy, rate of fire, and lethality. All performance metrics are a function of the design parameters. The goal of the Interval Programming integration is to search this design space for the optimally effective design, given the connection between designs and performance metrics obtained via AHSUM analysis. The key design parameters are depicted below in Figure 19 . There are eight design parameters that compose the design space. Their range of legal values is shown below in Table 1 . For each variable, an increment is chosen that effectively discretizes the domain. The overall design space is thus discretized and finite. The performance of IvP solution algorithms is not tied to the level of discretization, but rather the pieces in the IvP functions. Thus the level of discretization is chosen to be at the finest level sensible to the designers.
The total number of elements in the decision space is 1,246,116,307,321,116 or roughly 1.125×10
15 . The number of elements prohibits the naive, exhaustive evaluation of each point. The values lcy, le, lv, and lp are given in terms of percentage of total projectile length. The upper bounds of 0.8 instead of 1.0 are arbitrary. The value of tst is given in terms of percentage of the 
The IvP -AHSUM Interface
Initial integration has focussed on porting the Fortran analysis code into C++ to enable the building of IvP objective functions. The resulting code is a virtual black box that allows us to input a particular design and retrieve values for various performance metrics. The five weapon performance metrics focused on at this stage are: maximum-range, rate-of-fire, kinetic-energy, explosive-power, and accuracy. It is unknown what combination of performance is best for overall weapon effectiveness.
Even with a stable single combined metric, searching through the decision space of size 1.125×10 15 in a brute force manner would be prohibitively time-consuming. Local search methods may be used for increased speed, but provide no guarantees on global optimality. Existing global methods make demands on objective function form that we cannot guarantee in our application. The IvP method provides fast, globally optimal solutions by approximating the objective functions with piecewise defined functions. The above AHSUM analysis code allows us to build these IvP functions by repeatedly sampling the design space, and refining the IvP function to reach a suitable approximation.
A front end GUI has been built to allow the designer to interact with the IvP-AHSUM model. See the importance ratings are altered by the user, the structure of each IvP function is not changed. An importance rating is applied to the IvP function by multiplying the scalar importance value times the linear interior function within each piece in the piecewise defined function. This process consumes an insignificant amount of time. The forming of the IvP functions, on the other hand, does consume a significant amount of time, but can be done off-line before the user, i.e., decision maker, is involved.
Summary
In this paper the IvP model was presented as alternative method for representing and solving multi-objective optimization problems. The IvP model uses a piecewise linear form to approximate the underlying design objective functions, and searches for globally optimal solutions by examining combinations of pieces from each function by using a branch and bound search strategy. The AHSUM projectile design optimization problem was presented and its ongoing integration with IvP was discussed.
Figure 20: The IvP -AHSUM (notional) GUI finds optimal weapon designs based on user-defined importance ratings on competing performance metrics.
